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How Taylor Rusch is Making International

Waves as He Spreads a Hopeful &

Powerful Message of Personal and

Planetary Transformation through his

Acting and Music

ATLANTA, GA, USA, January 17, 2019

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Taylor Rusch is

an Award Nominated Television and

Film Actor and Up and Coming

Recording Artist.  He is best known for

his role of Jake in the short film

"Musical Salvation", his guest star

appearances on ID Discovery Channel

and for his recent EP release of original

music entitled "A Shift is Happening".

His venture into the world of

entertainment is largely influenced by

a shift that happened in Taylor’s

personal life over the past decade,

nothing less than a Spiritual Awakening

and recognition that he and his vision

are only a tiny raindrop in a vast ocean

of Divine Potential of which the entire

human race partakes of and is

connected to.  

The Shift was initially set in motion

during Taylor’s college years where,

though he grew up fundamentally

Christian, he began to question so

much of what he was taught as he

looked more deeply into the life and

teachings of Jesus and what it means

to be a Christ follower.  He could feel

the rift between what the church and
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From "Musical Salvation" by Cameron James Khan

his peers expected him to believe and

the destiny Jesus was calling him to, a

lifestyle saturated with the Presence of

God and centered around spreading

Forgiveness, Unconditional Love and

Reconciliation throughout the world, to

all people, regardless of race, religion,

education, vocation, ethnicity, social

background, criminal background,

financial status, gender or sexual

orientation, proclaiming Heaven on

Earth.

Though his acting, singing, songwriting and instrument playing began at a young age, it was not

until his mid 20’s when his life was uprooted by undealt with Hurts, Habits and Hangups from his

youth that he began to truly see himself as a channel that the Universe desired to use as a vessel

of God’s Forgiveness, Mercy, Love and Grace.  His Hurts, Habits and Hangups landed him in two

inpatient treatment facilities where he began to face his innermost demons and relinquish the

mask he was using to hide from God, others and himself.  

One evening, while crying out to God in his bedroom at an addiction treatment center, he heard

a still, small, soothing and comforting voice speak within his heart, saying “Just wait till you see,

you’re gonna be free, chainless forever.  Just take up your wings and soar to the sky, light as a

feather.  Child you belong to me, so be free.”  This experience of hearing the still, small, voice of

Spirit, though not his first, profoundly impacted and reoriented his life.  Wiping tears from his

eyes, he picked up the guitar he had brought with him and began writing and composing his first

ever single release Chainless Forever, which is now part of his six track EP, A Shift is Happening,

available on  YouTube, Itunes, Google Play, Spotify, Deezer,  and through many other

distributors.  

Over the past five years, the following music tracks came together to form A "Shift is Happening"

which when listened to in order are a formula for Personal and Planetary Transformation and

“Shift”.  They are as follows:

Prelude to Change

Lay Your Weapons Down

Take a Deep Breath

A Shift is Happening

Chainless Forever

A New Age is Dawning

Over the past five years Taylor channeled the messages of these songs for his own personal

Healing and Transformation and in the summer of 2017 he recorded them at HomeGrown



Studios in Atlanta, GA with professional recording artists, producers and sound engineers

Alexander Downtain and Benjamin Humkey.  What became of those sacred hours in the studio is

nothing less than a Musical Masterpiece of Healing and Hope that is sure to draw multitudes into

an encounter with the Lover of All Souls as they experience a Shift Happening in their own lives.

It is with deep gratitude and humility that Taylor Rusch presents this Labor of Love to the world.

Peace and Love be with you always,

Taylor Rusch
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